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Abstract

In this paper we study the problem of how to efficiently embed r intercon

nection networks Go, ... ,Gr _ ll r :$ k, into a k-dimensional hypercube H so

that every node of the hypercube is assigned at most T nodes all of which

belong to different G;'s. When each G j is a complete binary tree or a leap

tree of 2k -1 nodes, we describe an embedding achieving a dilation of 2 and

a load of 5 and 6, respectively. For the cases when each G j is a linear array

or a 2-dimensional mesh of 2k nodes, we describe embeddings that achieve

a dilation of 1 and an optimal load of 2 and 4, respectively. Using these

embeddings, we also show that Tl complete binary trees, T2 leap trees, T3

linear arrays, and T 4 meshes can simultaneously be embedded into H with
1

constant dilation and load, L Tj :$ k.
i=l



1 Introduction

The problem of embedding a single m-processor source network G into an

n~processorhost network H is an important problem in parallel processing

and it has been studied extensively [3,5,8,10,11,13,16]. An embedding of a

single source network G into a host H does not always make use of all the

resources available in H. If the computational environment allows simul

taneous use of the host by different interconnection networks, the problem

of how to efficiently embed a number of networks arises. In this paper

we consider the problem of embedding multiple networks when the host

network is a hypercube. Hypercube architectures have been built success

fully [1,12] and efficient embeddings of many constant-degree networks G

into H utilize only 8(n) of the 8(nlogn) edges of H [6,7,8,16J. We show

that up to 0(log n) instances of frequently used constant-degree networks

can simultaneously be embedded into H without a significant increase in

dilation and load compared to the embedding of a single source network.

Let n = 2k and let Go. GIl ... l G r _ 1 be the soW'ce networks to be em

bedded into a k-dimensional hypercube H, r .$ k. VIle consider embeddings

for complete binary trees, leap trees, linear alTays, and meshes. In our em

beddings a processor of H is assigned at most r processors and no processor

of H has two processors from the same G j assigned to it. We show that

log n complete binary trees, each with n - 1 processors, can be embedded

into H so that the dilation is 2 and the load is 5. TIllS result also gives

an embedding of logn leap trees with a dilation of 2 and a load of 6. We

also present an optimal embedding of log n n-processor linear alTays into

H that achieves a dilation of 1 and a load of 2, and an embedding of log n
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n-processor meshes into H that achieves a dilation of 1 and a load of 4.

Using these embeddings we show that TI complete binary trees, T2 leap

trees, r3 linear arrays, and T4 meshes can be simultaneously embedded into

H with a dilation of at most 2 and a load of at most 12, for L:1=1 r,. ~ k.

An obvious solution for embedding Go, GI , ... , Gr _ 1 into H so that all

the r processors assigned to a processor of H come from different G/s is to

use the same embedding for every G j • Doing so always results in a load of

0(r). For example, one complete binary tree can be optimally embedded

into H with a dilation of 2 and a load of 1 [7]. Using this embedding T times

gives a load of r on n - 2 edges of H, while ¥-log n - n +2 edges of H carry

a load of zero. In tIlis paper we describe embeddings that distribute the

load among the edges of H so that it is reduced to a constant and thereby

utilize all the edges of H evenly within a constant factor. We next give

definitions and notations used throughout this paper.

An embedding < I, g > of G into H is defined by a surjective mapping I
from the processors of G to the processors of H together with a mapping 9

that maps every edge e = (v, w) of G onto a path gee) connecting I(v) and

I(w). We refer to I as the assignment. Two fundamental cost measures

of an embedding are the dilation and load [2,6,13,15]. The dilation 6 is

defined as the maxinuun distance in H between two adjacent processors in

G, and the load A is defined as the maximum number of paths containing

an edge in H, where every path represents an edge in G.

Every processor in the k-dimensional hypercube H is labeled as bob] ... bk _ 1 ,

where bs = 0,1 for 0 ~ s < k - I. A processor with label bobl ... bk _ 1 is

connected to k processors having labels bobl ... bs ... bk _ l , for 0 ~ s :5" k -1.
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We call an edge (VI, V2) of H to be an edge of dimension s, if VI and V2 differ

in bit position s, i.e., VI = bob! ... b" ... bk _ I and V2 = bob! ... b" ... bk_ I . For

clarity reasons, henceforth we will refer to the processors of source networks

as PEs and to the processors of H as nodes.

In Section 2 we describe the embedding of (n - 1)~processor complete

binary trees To, TI , ... , Tk _ I into hypercube H and also show how this em

bedding gives an embedding for leap trees. In order to achieve a load of 5

our embedding assigns the roots of the Tj '5 to different nodes in H, each

one having a unique "mark-position". We use the dimensions of the hyper

cube in a "cyclic" order, i.e., when an edge of To is mapped to an edge of

dimension s, then the corresponding edges of TI , T2 , ••• , Tk _ I are mapped

to edges of dimension s +1, s + 2, ... , k -1,0, ... , s -1. A similar strategy

is used to achieve a constant load in the embeddings of the linear arrays

and the meshes that are described in Section 3. Section 4 describes how to

use the embeddings of Sections 2 and 3 to get efficient embeddings when

the source networks are not of the same type.

2 Embedding k Complete Binary Trees

In this section we consider the problem of embedding k (n -1 )-PE complete

binary trees To, TI , T2, ... , Tk _ I into H when the k PEs assigned to a node

of H have to come from different trees. As stated in the previous section, a

brute-force solution is to use the same embedding of one tree into H k times.

Doing so results in a load of k over n - 2 edges of H, while I log n - n + 2

edges have zero load. Our embedding achieves a dilation of 2 and a load of

5.
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We start by describing a well-known embedding of a complete binary

tree T into H that is based on the inorder numbering. Let u be a PE of T

at level a, 0 ~ a < k -1, and let in(u) be its inorder number, where the

inorder number of the leftmost leaf of T is O. PE u is assigned to node v

of H if and only if v = in(u). Let r(u), l(u), and stu) be the right and left

child, and the sibling of u, respectively. Then, the assignment maps the

edge (u, I(u» onto an edge of dimension", +1 in H. The edge (u, r(u» is

mapped onto a path of length 2 consisting of an edge of dimension a + 1

followed by one of dimension Q. This embedding achieves a dilation of 2

and a load of 2. '\Then using the embedding k times, we get a load of 2k.

The total load of all the edges incident to a node is at most 5k and k - 3

edges have a load of O. We next describe the embedding that reduces the

load to 5 by distributing the total load at every node evenly among the k

edges incident to that node.

The root of tree Tj is assigned to node 1iOlk-i-l and we refer to the a
in position i as the mark-bit of T;. Let u be a PE of T j on level a assigned

to node v of H, 0::; a ::; k - 2. Then leu) is assigned to node v' adjacent

to v so that (v, Vi) is an edge of dimension a + i + 2. t PE 1'(U) is assigned

to node v" adjacent to v'sa that (v', v") is an edge of dimension a + i + 1.

The resulting embedding of To, Tt , ... , Tk _ t has the following two properties

that are crucial for achieving a load of 5.

1. The mark-bit is changed. only when assigning the leaves of the T,..

2. Ifdimension s is used for embedding an edge ofTi , then the embedding

of tree Ti+t uses dimension s + 1 for the corresponding edge.

1 Throughout, additions and sub~radions are computed using modulo k opera~ion.
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In order to have edges being mapped to edges (instead of paths), we

switch from the embedding of complete binary trees to the embedding of

sibling trees. We call a tree T: to be the lJibling tree of T; when every edge

(u, r(u)) in T; is replaced by a second edge (u, leu)) and an edge (l(u), r(u)).

We refer to the two edges from u to leu) in T: as a double-edge and to the

edge from leu) to ,(leu)) as a single. edge. Obviously, the embedding of the

T;'s given above also embeds the T/'s. Figm-e 1 shows the embedding of T;

into H when k = 4. The numbers on the edges of T{ indicate the dimension

of the hypercube used by that edge. When an edge el of T: is assigned

to an edge e2 of H, we say that edge e2 is used by edge el or by tree T/.

We next show that the embedding of T~, T{, ... ,T/;_l has a load of 5 by

showing that every edge in H is used by at most two double-edges and one

single-edge.

To simplify the notation we henceforth refer to the labels of the nodes

that have PEs ofT: assigned as bib i+! ... bk_1bo... bi_ 1 instead of bobl .•• bk _ 1•

Using this notation, the root Tj is assigned to node 0;lk - 1 and the two PEs

on levell are assigned to nodes2 OJ * O1k
-

3
. The subscript i in the label

indicates the bit position i.

Let (VI, V2) be an edge of H. We show that (VI, V2) is used by at most

two double-edges and one single-edge in our embedding. To show this, we

partition the edges of T/ in 6 sets, namely sets Rl, R2, Sl, S2, Ll, and L2,

and prove 3 lemmas that characterize the edges of the hypercube depending

on how the T/'s use them. We omit an indexing on i for the sets since it

will be clear from the context to which tree a specified set belongs. The

2 '* in the label denotes a wild card character indicating 0 and 1_
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edges in RI, SI, and LI are the double-edges and the edges in R2, S2, and

L2 are the single-edges in T:. The six sets are defined as follows.

Rl = {(O,ll,+,I'-3,O,lO,+,I'-3)}.

Set RI contains one edge, namely the double-edge that connects the

root Tj of T: to the left child l(rj).

R2 = {(O,I'+I01'-3,O,O'+10I'-3)}.

Set R2 contains one edge, namely the single-edge that connects the

left child I(ri) of ~he root to s(l(r,)).

51 = {(Oi *0' 01.71,1,:-0'-3, OJ *0' 00.7Ik-0'-3)18 = i + 3, ... , k - 1,0, ... ,i-I and

a = s - i - 2).

Set SI contains the (~ - 2) double-edges that connect a PE u on level

a of T: to PE l(u) on level 0' + 1, 1 .::; a .::; k - 3.

52 = {(Oi *0' 0.701k-0'-3, OJ *0' 1.701k-0'-3)ls = i + 2, ... , k - 1,0, ... , i - 2 and

a=s-i-l).

Set S2 contains the (~ - 2) single-edges that COIUleet a PE u on level

a+ 10fT! to PE 8(U) on level 0'+ 1, I:$. a'::; k- 3.

Ll = {(O, .'-' 0, 1, .'-' D)}.

Set Ll contains the ~ double-edges that connect a PE u on level k - 2

of T{ to I(u) on level k - 1 (i.e., I(u) is a leaf PEl.

L2 = {(I, .'-' Oi_l, 1, .'-' l i _ l )}.

Set L2 contains the ~ single-edges that connect a PE u on level k - 1

of T! to s(u) on level k - 1, i.e., the edges belonging to L2 connect

two leaf PEs.

Let 8 be an integer, 0 .::; s .::; k -1, and let H.7 be the set of the ~ edges
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of dimension s in H. Then T; and T;+1 use the edges of H 8 in the following

way.

Lemma 1: Set H .. can be partitioned into four sets H;, H;, H~, and

H; with IH~ I= i, 1 $ I $ 4, such that

(aJ every edge in H; is of the form (08 0 *k-3 0,1..0 *k-3 0) and it is used

by a double edge of T: and by a double-edge of T:+1'

(b) every edge in H; is of the form (0.. 1 *k-3 0,1 8 1 *k-3 0) and it is used

by a double edge of T; and by a single-edge of T;+l'

(c) every edge in H; is of the form (0.. 1 *k-3 1,1s 1 *k-3 1) and it is used

by a single-edge ofT;+! and it is not used by any edge ofT;.

(dJ every edge in H; is of the form (0.. 0 *k-3 1,1..0 *k- 3 1) and it is not

used by any edge ofT; or T;+1-

Proof: The edges of T; that use edges in H.. are exactly the nl4 edges

in L1, which are double-edges of the form (08 *k-2 0,1 .. *k-2 0). Hence,

nl8 of these edges are in H; and the other nl8 edges are in H;. The

edges of T;+l that use edges in H.. are the n/8 double-edges in S1 of the

form (1,0 .k-3 0,0,0 .k-3 0) and the n/4 single-edges in L2 of the fonn

(0 .. h k
-

2 ,1..h k
-

2
). The n/8 double-edges in S1 of T:+1 are in H; and hence

claim (a) follows. Half of the n/4 single-edges in L2 of T:+ 1 are in H; and

the other half are in H;. No other edges of T:+ 1 use edges in H; or H; and

hence claims (b) and (c) follow_ Since all the edges of dimension s that are

used by either T; or T:+1 belong to sets H;, H;, or H;, no edge in H; is

used. by an edge of T; or T:+1 and the lemma follows.•
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We next show that if an edge of T! in set Sl (resp. S2) uses an edge

(VI, V2) of H, then no other edge in set Sl (resp. S2) belonging to some

other TJ uses (VI, V2).

Lemma 2: Let (VllV2) be an edge of dimension sin H. Let (Uil,Ui2) be

a double-edge in set 510fT! and let (Ujl,Uj2) be a double-edge in set 51

ofT}, fOT i =F j =F s + 1 and 0 ~ i,i ~ k -1. If(vllv2) is wJed by (UibUi2),

then it can not be u~ed by (Ujb Uj2)'

Proof: We know that (Uil' Uj2) = (1,,1k-0-30; *0 0, 031k-",-30 j *0 0) and

(Ujll Uj2) = (1,,1k-P- 30j*PO, 03 1k-P- 30j*.BO), for a = s-i-2 and fJ =s-j-2.

Depending on whether a < fJ or not, we distinguish two cases. Note that

since i =F i, we have a =F fJ·
Case 1: a < fJ. In this case Uil = 13 1k-.B- 311P-",-10 i *'" 0 and Ujl =

1"lk- P- 30 j *.0-0
-

1 * *'" O. Since bj = 1 in Uil and bj = 0 in uJ~' jf (UillU;2)

uses (VbV2), then (Ujl,Uj2) can not use (Vl,V2)'

Case 2: a > {J. In this case Uil = 1,,11.:-"'-30; *",-.0-1 * *.0 0 and Ujl =

1 l '-a-311a-p-Io PO S" b 0 " d b 1 " "f ( )" j * . ID.ce i = In Uil an i = In Ujl,] Uit,Ui2

uses (VI, V2), then (Ujl, Uj2) can not use (Vt, V2). Lemma 2 now follows.•

Lemma 3: Let (V],V2) be an edge of dimension sin H. Let (UillUi2)

be a single-edge in set 32 ofT! and let (UjbUj2) be a single-edge in set 32

of Ti, fOT i =F j f. s + 1 and 0 ~ i, j ~ k - 1. If (Vb V2) is used by (Uil, Ui2),

then it can not be used by (Ujl' Uj2)'

Proof: We know that (Uill un) = (0"011.:-0-30 i *"',1,,011.:-,,,-30,.*"') and

(Ujl I Uj2) = (O"011.:-P-30j*.B,l,,Olk-.B-30j*.B), for Of = s-i-1 and {J = s-j-1.

The proof is similar to the one of Lemma 2 and is omitted. •
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We next show that given any dimension 8, 0 ::; 8 ::; k - I, an edge of

dimension 8 in H is used by at most two double-edges and one single-edge

in the embedding of T~,T;, ... ,TLI' Let (VI, V2) be an edge of dimension

s in H. Lemma 1 described how trees T: and T:+l use (VI, V2) and it char

acterized (VI,V2) to belong to either H!, H;, H;, or Hi. The next four

lemmas show that there exists at most one Tt, i =f:. 8, oS + 1, such that an

edge ei of Tt uses (VI, V2)' In each of the lemmas, we need only consider

the usage of (Vl,V2) by an edge ei that belongs to either Rl, R2, 81, or 82

of T:. If ei were to belong to Ll (resp. L2), then i = oS (resp. i = 8 + 1).

Lemma 4: If (VI, V2) E H!, then there ezist8 at most one T:, i =f:. 8, s+1,

such that T/ uses (VI, V2) for a single-edge either from R2 or from 82.

Proof: Since (VllV2) E H;, we have (Vl,V2) = (O~O *k-3 0, 1.,0 *k-3 0)

and edge (VI, V2) is used by a double-edge of T: and by a double-edge of

T:+1 • Let (Uil' Ui2) be an edge of T/ that uses edge (VI, V2). We distinguish

3 cases depending on whether (U;I,Ui2) E Rl, R2, SI, or 82.

Case 1: Edge (U;I, U;2) E Rl or 81.

When (Uil,Ui2) E Rl, we have (UiI,Ui2) = (1;+211.:-30,.I,Oi+211.:-30;I).

Since TL2 is the only tree which uses an edge of dimension oS in set R1, we

have i = 8-2 and thus (UiI, Ui2) = (U(S_2)11 U(~_2)2) = (lsI k- 30s_ 21, 0sl 1.:-30s_ 21).

If (Uil,Ui2) E 81, then (UiI,Ui2) = (1s11.:-a- 30j *0' 0,Osl,1,:-a-30 i *Cf 0) for

0:: = 8 - i - 2 and 1 :::; a: ::; k - 4. In both of the cases we have bs+l = 1,

while bs+1 = °in (Vb V2)' Thus (Uil, Ui2) can not be in Rl or 81.

Case 2: Edge (Uil,U;2) E R2.

T;_l is the only tree which uses an edge of dimension oS in set R2 and

hence we have i = oS - 1 and (Uil' U,.2) = (l s011.:- 30S_ 1l OsOI ,I,:-
30s_1 ). Thus,
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there exists exactly one edge in H; which is also used by T;_l'

Case 3: Edge (UI~'Ui2) E 82.

In this case (Uil,U;Z) = (0,,01k-a:-30i*u,1,,01k-a:-30i*a:), for 0:: = 8 - i-1

and 1 ::; 0:: ::; k - 3. Hence, there exist edges (Vb V2) E H; that are also used

by edges in 82 of some T:. From Lemma 3, it follows that when (Uil, Ui2) E

S2 uses (VI, vz), then no other single-edge (Ujl' Ujz) E S2 uses (VI, vz). Hence,

there exists at most one T: such that its single-edge (Uil' Ui2) belonging to

S2 uses (Vb Vz).

It remains to be shown that Cases 2 and 3 can not happen simulta

neously over an edge (VI,V2). This is easily seen by observing that when

(VI, V2) is used by a single-edge in set 82 of T:, then i is not equal to 8 - 1,

i.e., T/ =F TLI' It now follows that, in addition to the double-edges of T;
and T;+l' at most one single-edge of T/ uses (VI, V2) and hence Lemma 4

follows.•

Lemma 5: ll(vI, vz) E H;, then there exists at most one T!, i f:. s, 8+1,

such that T/ uses (Vll V2) fOT a double-edge from set 31.

Proof: Since (V1Ivz) belongs to H;, we know that (V1IVz) = (0,,1 *k-3

0,1,,1 *k-3 0). Furthermore, edge (VI, vz) is used by a double-edge of T; and

by a single-edge of T;+l' As in Lemma 4, we check whether (VI, VZ) is also

used by an edge of T/ from sets R1, R2, Sl, and 82. Let (Uil,Ui2) be an

edge of T/, i =f 8, S +1. Recall that if (Uil' UiZ) belongs to R1, then (Uil' Ui2)

= (U("_2)l' U(,,_Z)z) = (1"lk-30"_21,O,,lk-30,,_21). If (Uill Ui2) belongs to

R2, then (Uil' Ui2) = (U(s_l)l, U(,,-1)2) = (1,,01k-30,,_1I 0,,01k- 30,,_1), and if

(Ui1l Ui2) belongs to 82, then (Uil' Ui2) = (0,,01k-a:-30;*a:, 1,,01k-a:- 30 i *0':), for

0:: = S - i-I and 1 .$ 0:: ::; k - 3. Hence, we have b"_l = 1 in (Ui1, Ui2) E R1

10



and bs+l = 0 in (Ui1lUi2) E R2 or 82. But bs_ l = 0 and bs+1 = 1 in (VI I V2)

and (Ui1l U;2) can thus not be in RI, R2, or 82.

If (U;I,Ui2) belongs to 81, then (Uil,Ui2) = (lsll.:-Cl:-30i *Cl:0, Oslk-Cl:-30i*Cl:

0) for a = s-i -2 and 1 =:; a =:; k- 4. Hence, there exist edges (VII V2) E H;

that are also used by edges in 81 of some Tf. We know from Lemma 2 that

double-edges (Ui1l Ui2) and (UjI' Uj2) belonging to 81, for i =F j, can not

both use the same edge (V1l V2)' Hence, in addition to a double-edge of T:
and a single-edge of T:+l' edge (V1l V2) is used by at most one double-edge

(Ui1l Ui2) E 81. •

Lemma 6: There existJ only one edge (VII V2) E H; that iJ used by an

edge not in T:+l or T:. This edge is uJed by the double-edge in Rl of TL2.

Proof: We have (VI, V2) = (051*1.:-31, 151 *1.:-31) and every edge (VII V2)

IS used by a single edge of T:+l' From Lemma 4, recall the label of edge

(U;t,Ui2) when it belongs to Rl, R2, 81, and 82. It is easy to see that

exactly one of the edges (namely, edge (Osll.:- 301 , 1s1k- 301)) from set H;

is used by edge (Ui1l U;2) of T/ belonging to Rl and thus i = s - 2. The

argument to show that no edge of H; is used by any edge of T/ belonging

to R2, 81, and 82 is similar to the arguments in Lemmas 4 and 5, and it is

omitted.•

Lemma 7: If (VII V2) E H~, then there exiJUJ at mOJt one T:, 0 :S i :S

k -1, that U.'1eJ (V1lV2) fOT an edge from Jet 82.

Proof: We have (VI, V2) = (OsO *k- 3 1, IsO *k- 3 1) and no edge of T: and

T:+1 uses (VII V2)' The proof is similar to that of Lemma 4 and is omitted.•

From the previous lemmas it follows that given an edge (VI' V2) of dimen-
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sion s in H , 0 $ s $ k -1, at most two double-edges and one single~edge of

trees T6, T{, .. . , T£_t use (VI, V2) and hence the embedding achieves a load

of 5. We thus have the following theorem.

Theorem 8: LetTi be a complete binary tree consisting ofn-l PEs, for

OS i $ r-l, T $ logn. Then, T trees To,Tt, ... ,Tr_t can be embedded into

a logn.dimensional hypercube H consisting ofn nodes so that the dilation

is 2, load is 5, and every node in H is assigned at most 7' PEs with at most

1 PE from a tree T j •

We conclude this section by showing that our embedding of To, Ttl"" Tk _ 1

is also an embedding of k leap trees. An (n -1)-PE leap tree P is an n-PE

complete binary tree to which the following leap-edges are added. Processor

j on level a is connected to processor j+20'-1 on level a , for 0 $ j $ 20'-1_1

and 1 $ a $ k - 1. See Figure 2 for an example of a leap tree when k = 4.

Let PO,PlJ""Pk-l be k (n -1)-PE leap trees. Then the PEs of every

Pi are embedded as the PEs in the 7i 's. That the leap-edges of P j have

a dilation of 1 is shown as follows. We know that the PEs on level Cl:' of

Pi are assigned to nodes 0; *0' 0Ik-0'-2 in H , 1 $ a $ k - 2, and the leaf

PEs of Pi are assigned to nodes I j *k-l. Furthennore, the PEs of level a in

the left subtree of Pi are assigned to nodes Ojl *0'-] 0Ik- a- 2 and the PEs

of level a in the right subtree of P j are assigned to nodes DiO *0'-1 01k-0'-2.

Hence, the leap-edges (j, j + 20'-1) on level a of Pi are assigned to edges

(Oil *0'-1 01k-a-2, DiD *0'-1 01,1,:-0'-2) of dimension i +1 in H, 0 $ j S 20'-1 -1

and 1 $ aSk - 2. Similarly, the leap-edges between the leaf PEs of P j are

assigned to edges (l i h k- 2, l i O*k-2) of dimension i + 1 in H.

12



Every edge of H is used by at most 5 non leap-edges of the Pi's. Given

any dimension s, 0 S s S k -1, the leap-edges that use edges of dimension

s are the ones in the leap tree P.,-I' Leap tree P.,-1 has 21.:-1 -1 leap-edges

and every such edge uses one edge of dimension 8 and no two leap-edges of

P.,-1 use the same edge. It follows that every edge of dimension s in H is

used by at most 6 edges of PO,P1"",P1.:-1' Hence, we have the following

result.

Theorem 9: Let Pi be a leap tree consisting ofn -1 PEs, for 0 SiS

r -1, r S logn. Then, r leap trees Po, PI,"" Pr- l can be embedded into a

log n-dimensional hypercube H consisting of n nodes so that the dilation is

2, load is 6, and every node in H is assigned at most r PEs with at most 1

PE from a leap tree Pi'

3 Embedding Linear Arrays and Meshes

3.1 Embedding k Linear Arrays

In this section we show how to embed k n-PE linear arrays L o, L 1 , •• • , L1.:_1

into H with a dilation of 1 and a load of 2. The load is optimal since the

linear arrays contain a total of k(2k -1) edges while H contains k21.:-1 edges.

Our embedding satisfies the requirement that every node of H is assigned

precisely 1 PE of L j , 0 .::; i .::; k-l. The technique used to embed the k linear

arrays resembles the one used for the binary trees in the previous section.

From an embedding of a single linear array we obtain the embedding of

the k linear arrays that distributes the load over all the edges of H evenly
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by assigning to every L j a mark-bit and by using the dimensions of H in a

cyclic order. Any Gray Code gives an embedding of a linear array into H

with a dilation and load of 1. We next define the Gray Codes used by our

embedding.

Let GOk be the 2k elements of the Gray Code on k bits obtained

by the following recursive definition. Let GC1 = {O, I} and GCk _ 1 =

{90,91, .•• ,gZk-l_1}' Then the 2k elements of GOk are:

901,911, ... , 921:-1_11, g2k-1_10, 92k-1_20, ... ,goO.

Let GS/; be the Gray Sequence detennining which bits change between

two adjacent elements in GO/;. Then, GSk = GSk _ b (k - I), GS/;_l with

GS, = o. Let GCkU) and GSlU) denote the j" element of GCl and GSl ,

respectively.

We now describe how to embed La, L1 , ••• , L/;_l into H. Let GCiU)

denote the bit string which is obtained by shifting the bit string GC/;U)

right by i positions with wrap-aroundj i.e., if GC/;(j) = hoh! ... bk _ 1 , then

GCkU) = bk_ibk_i+l ... b/;_lbob1 ••• bk- i- 1 . We embed L i into H byassign

ing PE j of L, to node GC!U) of H, for 0 :S j :S 21 - 1. Thus PE 0 of L,

is assigned to node l i01k - i - 1 and the edge U,j + 1) of L i uses an edge of

dimension (GSk(j) + i) mod k. In Figure 3 we show the embeddings of La

and £2 into H when k = 4. Obviously, the embedding of La, Lb··" L/;_I

into H achieves a dilation of 1 and every node of H is assigned precisely 1

PE of L j , for 0 ::; i ~ k - 1. We next show that the embedding achieves a

load of 2.

In order to show that every edge in H is used by at most two edges

of Lo,LI, ... ,Lk- I, we consider how the L;'s use edges of dimension sin

14



H, 0 < s :::; k - 1. Linear array L" uses the Gray Sequence3 GSk EB sand

in it dimension s occurs 2/':-1 times. Hence, every edge of dimension s in

H is used by an edge of L"o For 1 ::; i ::; k - 2, linear array L,,+; uses

edges of dimension s for 2i - 1 of its edges. They are of the form (0" *;-1

0"+i1k-i-20,I,, *i-l 0,,+;1/.:- i - 20), where the labels of the nodes are again

written as baba+! . .. bk _ 1bo. .. bs_1 instead of bob1 ••• bl.:_ 1 and subscript s

in the label indicates the bit position s. Linear array L a_ 1 uses edges

of dimension s for 21.:-2 edges having form (Oa *k-2 1,1a */.:-2 1). There

are 21.:-2 edges of dimension s in H that are used by both an edge of La

and an edge of La_I. Let S be the set of edges not used by La-Ii i.e.,

S = {(Oa *1.:-2 O,la *k-2 On. It is easy to see that with the exception of

one edge (namely the edge (Oa11.:-20,l"II.:-20)), every edge in S is used by

exactly one edge of some linear array La+i and by an edge of Lao Hence,

our embedding achieves a load of 2 and we have the following theorem.

Theorem 10: Let La, L1 , . .. , L r_1 be r linear arrays each having length n,

r::; logn. Then Lo,L I , ... ,Lr_1 can be embedded into a log n-dimensional

hypercube H consisting of n nodes with a dilation of 1 and an optimal load

of at most 2 so that every node of H is assigned only 1 PE of L i , for

O::;i::;r-1.

3.2 Embedding k Meshes

Asswne now that n = 21.: for an even integer k ;:: 2. Let M o, M I , ... , M k- I

be k meshes, each of size .;n x yin = 2/.:/2 X 2k / 2 • It is well known that a

mesh of size .;nx .;n can be embedded into an n-node hypercube H with a

3 Ell in as,. Ell s denotes modulo k addition of s to every element of aSk_
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dilation of 1 and a load of 1 [16]. We show that k meshes can be embedded

into H with a dilation of 1 and an optimal load of 4.

We describe how to embed meshes M o, M I , ••• 1 M k / 2 - I into H with a

dilation of 1 and a load of 2. The embedding of the k meshes is then

obtained by simply using this embedding twice. Let (a,fJ) be the PE in

row a and column f3 of lYh 0 ~ a, fJ $ 2k/ 2 -1. Let GCk / 2 be the Gray

Code of 2k
/

2 elements on k/2 bits and let GSk j2 be the Gray Sequence of

2kj2 -1 elements on k/2 bits, as defined in Section 3.1. One of the standard

ways to embed a single mesh, say mesh M o, into H is to use GCkj2(a:) for

row a and use GCk/2(fJ) for column f3 and to assign PE (a,fJ) of Mo to

node bob, ... b'I'_lbkl, ... bk- 1 = GC'I,(o<)GCkl,(j3). That is, we use Gray

Sequence GSkj2 for the edges in every column and use GSkj2 EEl ~ for the

edges in every row. Figure 4 shows the embedding of M o into H when

k = 4. Obviously, if we embed M I , M2, ... , M kj2-I into H in the way M o

is embedded, the load would be k/2. In order to achieve a load of 2 we use

two mark-bits for every mesh and we use dimensions 0,1, ... , ~ - 1 for the

columns and dimensions ~, ~ + 1, ... , k - 1 for the rows in cyclic order.

Let GCLj2(j) again denote the bit string which is obtained by shift

ing the bit string GCkj2(j) right by i positions with wrap-around. By

using GCLjia) for row a of A1; and GCtj2(fJ) for column (J of A1i , we

assign PE (0<,13) of M; to node GC;I,(o<)GC;I,(j3), 0 '" G,j3 '" 2'I'-l.

In other words, we assign PE (0,0) of M; to node GC;I,(O)GC;I'(O) =

liQlkj2-101k/2-i-1. We then use Gray Sequence (GSkj2 ffi i) mod ~ for the

edges in every coluIIUl of A1i and use Gray Sequence ~ffi«GSkj2 ffi i) mod ~)

for the edges in every row of Arf; to assign the remaining PEs of Mi'
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Trivially, the embedding achieves a dilation of 1 and every node of H is

assigned one PE of M i , 0 :::; i $ k/2-1. In order to show that the embedding

achieves a load of 2, we first consider only the edges in the colwnns of the

M/s. We show that the columns of the Mi'S are embedded into H with

a load of 2 by partitioning the ~2k12 columns of M o, M I , •.. I Mk12- 1 into

2kl2 sets of ~ columns each. For a $ q $ 2k/2 - I, set Sq contains all the

columns that have GC~/2(q) as their rightmost k/2 bits. Hence, Sq contains

column q of Mo. Since GCl/2 is simply a permutation of the elements of

GCf/2' Sq contains exactly one column from each mesh Mi. Set Sq can

be viewed as containing ~ linear arrays of length 2kl2 each. From the

embedding of linear arrays it now follows that the ~ linear arrays of set Sq

are embedded into H with a load of 2. Any other column f3 of Mil (J ¢ Sq,

can not collide with the columns in set Sq since the last k/2 bits in column

(J are different from the ones in columns of set Sq. Hence, all the ~2k12

columns of Mo,MII ... ,MkI2-l are embedded into H with a load of 2. A

similar argument shows that all the rows are also embedded with a load of

2. As stated earlier, edges in the rows can not collide with the edges in the

columns because of the use of different dimensions for rows and columns,

and hence the embedding of M o, MIl"" M k / 2- 1 into H achieves a load of

2.

By embedding mesh M kl2+i in the same way as we embedded lVIi, 0 ::;

i < k/2 -I, we have an embedding of M o, M I , ••. , M k _ I into H with a load

of 4 and a dilation of 1. Note that any embedding of Mo, MIl"" Ath_I' for

k 2:: 8, into H must achieve a load of at least 4 since the k meshes contain

a total of 2k(2k - 21.:12) edges and H contains only k2k - 1 edges. We now
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can state the following result.

Theorem 11: Let Mo,M I , ..• , Mr- I be l' meshes each of size ..;nXvnJ r .$

log n. Then MOl M1 , .•• , M r- I can be embedded into a log n-dimensional

hypercube H with a dilation of 1 and an optimal load of at most 4 80 that

every node of H is aS8igned preci8ely 1 PE of M jJ for 0 :s; i :s; r - 1.

4 Embedding Different Types of Networks

In Sections 2 and 3 we described embeddings with constant dilation and

constant load when the r source networks GOI G1 , ••• , Gr _ 1 are of the same

type. Assume now that we are given r source networks No, N 1 , ••• , N r_l ,

where the :first TI networks are complete binary trees, the next T2 are leap

trees, the next T3 are linear arrays, and the final r4 are meshes, Et=l Tj :s; T.

By embedding N; in exactly the same way as we would embed the network

N j if all the T networks were of the same type as Ni , we achieve a dilation

of at most 2 and a load of at most 6 +2 +4 = 12. Note that the leap trees

and the complete binary trees together give a load of 6.

By carefully analyzing and slightly modifying the given embeddings for

the networks, one can reduce the load further. We only state one of the

results in this direction. When we are given TI complete binary trees and

r - TI linear arrays I the combined load can be kept at 5. This is achieved by

embedding the T;'s, 0 :s; i .$ rl - 1, as described in Section 2 and changing

the embedding for the linear arrays as follows. We assign the PE 0 of

L i to node Oi-110k- i and then assign PE j + 1 of L j by using dimension

(GS,(j) +i-I) mod k for the edge (j,j +1) of L" for 0 S; j S; 2' - 2 and
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rl :5 i :5 r -1. A careful analysis now shows that the load in the embedding

of To, ... , TrJ -1, L rl , .•. ,Lr _ 1 into H is 5 and the dilation is 2.

We conclude by stating that whereas we assumed throughout the paper

that r, the nwnber of source networks, is no greater than k, this is not

a necessary constraint for our embeddings. If r > k, we simply partition

the problem into rf1 instances of the embedding problems described. The

total load achieved now depends on rfl.
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